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Design director Francesca Amfitheatrof anticipates a brilliant fall with new interpretations
of Tiffany Victoria™, Tiffany Bow and Tiffany Infinity. In reimagining these signature
collections, she brings out the strengths of each, sculpting them in metals of harmonious
colors highlighted with diamonds, creating jewelry that is as beautiful worn delicately alone
or in dazzling multiples.

“This is jewelry that can be worn day and night,” Amfitheatrof says. “The designs are fluid
and elegant, working together or on their own to create a spectacular diamond look.”

Introduced in 1998, Tiffany Victoria™, a graphic floral pattern of marquise diamonds, is
inspired by a diamond corsage ornament that was a centerpiece of Tiffany’s exhibit at the
1889 Paris World’s Fair. The new collection evolves with round and pear-shaped diamonds.
Matched for color and clarity, the diamonds are set in platinum pendants, bracelets and
earrings that radiate with the light and energy of the brightest stars in the sky.

Tiffany Bow recalls the slender thread one might tie around a finger to remember
something—or someone—with whom one shares a close bond. Eighteen karat rose and
white gold form asymmetrical loops and off-center knots on slender chokers, curvaceous
cuffs traced with diamonds and delicate, sparkling rings.

Tiffany Infinity symbolizes the continuous connection, energy and vitality of an ancient
symbol. Amfitheatrof goes minimal with this balanced form, refining its contours in cuffs
and rings of sterling silver, as well as 18 karat gold and diamonds with fluid modern style.

These Tiffany collections are available at Tiffany & Co. stores worldwide. For more
information, please visit Tiffany.com.

Tiffany is the internationally renowned jeweler founded in New York in 1837. Through its
subsidiaries, Tiffany & Co. manufactures products and operates TIFFANY & CO. retail
stores worldwide, and also engages in direct selling through Internet, catalog and business
gift operations. For additional information, please visit Tiffany.com.


